Our year: 2020 - 2021

Women for Refugee Women supports women who are seeking refuge from persecution, including rape and torture, to rebuild their
lives and communicate their own stories.
We believe that every woman who comes to the UK in search of safety deserves a fair hearing and the chance to rebuild her life
with dignity. But too often, women find new challenges when they arrive here and their stories are silenced or denied, with many
women becoming homeless, hungry and at risk of further abuse, or locked up in immigration detention.
The Covid-19 pandemic and the increasingly hostile rhetoric around migration have made the last year even more difficult for
refugee and asylum-seeking women to find safety and move forwards in their lives. Against this harsh backdrop of challenges,
women seeking asylum are energetically advocating for a fairer world for all, with huge creativity and strength.
This year we welcomed our new Director, Alphonsine Kabagabo, to the team; supported hundreds of refugee women through this
challenging period; worked with journalists to share women’s stories with wide audiences; continued our work with policy makers to
advocate for a fairer asylum process and enjoyed real moments of solidarity and sisterhood.
We are so proud that we were able to sustain and grow our work this year. This brief review shares some of our highlights from April
2020 to March 2021. We hope you enjoy reading it!
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•
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•

We supported over 300 refugee and asylum-seeking women
through the ongoing pandemic through the provision of small
hardship grants; increased access to therapeutic mental health
care; providing necessary technology and data top-ups; access
to high-quality advice; regular wellbeing calls and hundreds of
referrals to other forms of support.
We published a report, Hear Us, with the Sisters Not Strangers
coalition, exposing the hardships experienced by asylumseeking women in the UK during the Covid-19 pandemic.
We moved our empowerment activities online so women can
continue to connect, build relationships, and develop their
confidence and skills and we’ve seen real moments of warmth
and solidarity during this challenging period.
Five women shared their stories of living destitute in London
through our online photography exhibition, A Window Into
Our Lives.
We hosted a lively event to discuss our feminist vision for a
supportive asylum process with prominent refugee women
leaders Alphonsine Kabagabo, Marchu Girma and Zrinka Bralo,
to celebrate International Women’s Day 2021.
Our drama group worked with the Barbican Centre’s Culture
Mile team to explore the concept of identity, creating five
musical pieces and three short films, which they shared to a
virtual audience in December.
We published a joint report with After Exploitation, Survivors
Behind Bars, which used Freedom of Information requests to
show that the immigration detention of survivors of trafficking
has tripled since 2017.
The Sisters Not Strangers coalition held an inspiring event for
people to find out more about their work, meet the refugee
women behind this unique coalition and to launch their
powerful manifesto.

•

•

•

•

We launched our campaign against the Home Office’s plan to
open a new detention centre for women in County Durham
later this year. Join Agnes to oppose these plans by signing
her petition and asking your MP to take action in Parliament
to stop the new detention centre from opening.
We gained coverage across a wide range of media, ensuring
refugee women’s stories were told widely, including firstperson pieces that were published in Marie Claire, The
Metro, Huffington Post and gal-dem.
We continued to develop relationships with MPs across all
major parties; made submissions to relevant committees
including the Women and Equalities Committee; and
addressed MPs and Peers at APPG meetings, including an
All-Party Parliamentary Group meeting on detention.
We are proud to be a founding member of and signatory to
the end Violence Against Women and Girls (VAWG) sector
call to action to end racism within our movement.

Above: The Sisters Not Strangers coalition host an energetic webinar to introduce
their work and inspire action in support of women seeking asylum.

Adapting to Covid-19
The coronavirus pandemic hit the refugee women we work with
particularly hard, making it even more difficult for them to find safety
in the UK. In London, we support over 300 refugee and asylumseeking women. They have already survived so much, including rape,
war and persecution. Yet many are living completely destitute in the
UK, without any support from the government, and are struggling to
survive during this pandemic.
Women seeking asylum in the UK are already at risk of poverty,
exploitation and abuse, and have extreme difficulties in accessing
mainstream support services, benefits and education due to their
immigration status. Covid-19 exacerbated these risks, with many
women seeking asylum struggling to meet their basic needs. We
supported women who were made homeless during the pandemic,
who did not have the money to feed their children and women who
were too afraid to access the healthcare they desperately needed.
Thanks to your compassionate support, we put in place more
resources to ensure women are able to stay safe and well and
continue to rebuild their lives. We were able to provide hardship
grants to help women can meet their basic needs; increase access
to therapeutic mental health care; enable women to access highquality advice; and provide necessary technology and data top-ups
so women can participate in online activities and stay connected.

“

The phone calls you give are so
important because they make me
realise that someone cares about me,
I am not alone.

- ‘Mercy’

Despite not being able to meet in person, we enjoyed real moments
of warmth and connection over the last year. Our drama group
continued to meet weekly to practice their poetry and play; our
Rainbow Sisters group for LGBT+ women welcomed many new
members this year; and women came together online to practice
their English language skills.
Though our Christmas party looked different this year, over 80
refugee women joined together online to celebrate festivities
through poetry, singing and dancing, and thanks to your generous
support, 266 women in our network received a shopping voucher
for Christmas. ‘Betty’ said, “Thank you so much. I really appreciate
it and bought myself a nice hat for winter. It’s good to know that
someone is thinking of me.”

Our dedicated volunteers made
regular calls to 300+ refugee women
in our London network.

We gave hardship grants to over
280 women so that they can meet
their basic needs.

We ensured that women can
access quality telephone advice,
including on their asylum claims.

We increased access to therapeutic
mental health care to support women
who were particularly struggling.

We made over 600 foodbank
referrals so that women could feed
themselves and their children.

We provided over 150 data topups so women can stay connected
and access online activities.

Our work with refugee women
We believe if we empower refugee women to tell their own stories, we can influence new audiences, build support for a fairer asylum process
and achieve real change.

Empower
Our empowerment activities are at the heart of our work. Our goal
is to equip women who have sought asylum in the UK with the
confidence and skills that they need to rebuild their lives, share their
stories and speak out about the injustices they face.
Through our programme of activities, we support a network
of over 300 refugee and asylum-seeking women to build their
confidence, develop their skills and share solidarity with one another.
Although the pandemic forced us to suspend our face-to-face
activities in March 2020, we have continued to run a wide range of
empowerment activities online so women can continue to connect
with each other and share sisterhood during this challenging time.
We’ve seen women come together to practice their language skills
in English classes; tap into their creative side in Radical Knitting and
Drama; learn new writing techniques and share poetry in our Writing
Group; practice therapeutic singing to their babies in our Lullabies
sessions; and discuss all things menstruation, contraception and
women’s health in Period Club (run by the fantastic Bloody Good
Period and Decolonise Menstruation).
We created a new group, The Forum, for women to reflect on,
share and explore their unique experiences of seeking asylum;
focus on their wellbeing and self-care; and build deep, meaningful
relationships with one another. In this social and safe space women
have had opportunities to practice trauma-informed yoga and
meditation, and discuss the Covid-19 vaccine alongside NHS
doctors.

Above: Our drama group kept moving together on Zoom during lockdown.

Until we can be together again face-to-face, we will support more
women to get online through data top-ups, provision of technology
and one-to-one ICT support so women can continue to connect,
build relationships, and develop their confidence and skills.

“

Being given a laptop by Women for
Refugee Women has completely
changed my life during lockdown. Now
when I have an idea I can look it up, so I
can keep building my skills.

- ‘Marie’

Influence
Women for Refugee Women brings the voices, experiences and
stories of refugee women to wider audiences through the media,
creative projects and events, to build empathy and understanding.
This year, we gained coverage across a wide range of media,
including BBC Radio 4, ITV News and The Observer, ensuring
refugee women’s stories were told widely. We supported women
to ensure that sharing their story is a positive and empowering
experience, and several women wrote first-person pieces that were
published in Marie Claire, The Metro, Huffington Post and gal-dem.
Following the publication of the Sisters Not Strangers research
report Hear Us, the unique experiences of refugee women during
the pandemic were told widely through media coverage across a
range of outlets including BBC Woman’s Hour, the Guardian and
the Independent. We were heartened by the extent of the media
coverage of this report, which was due to the strength and trust of
the refugee and asylum-seeking women who participated in this
research and bravely told their stories.

“

I told my story for others. We women
shouldn’t be silenced - we have a voice!

- ‘Betty’

Alongside supporting individual women to speak to the media, we
ran an online communications course for a small group of women
to develop their skills around speaking to journalists. The course
focused on empowering women to tell their own stories in ways that
feel safe and comfortable for them and to communicate their ideas
for positive change. All of the women who participated in the course
said they felt more confident and equipped with the skills and
techniques needed to share their stories. One woman said, “I feel I
can speak up because of the course.”

Despite the challenges caused by lockdown, we continued to find
creative ways for women to share their stories. In June, we launched
our online photography exhibition, A Window Into Our Lives, where
five women shared their stories of living destitute in London. Over
350 people joined us for our live launch event, to hear from the
photographers, alongside special guests including Dr Shola MosShogbamimu and actors Noma Dumezweni and Sheila Atim. Using
photography is an effective way for women to portray their lives on
their own terms, regardless of their language skills or confidence in
speaking out publicly. We are looking forward to future photography
projects.
On International Women’s Day 2021, we hosted a short and lively
discussion between prominent refugee women leaders Alphonsine
Kabagabo, Marchu Girma and Zrinka Bralo, chaired by Dr Shola
Mos-Shogbamimu. At a time when refugee rights and women’s
rights are under threat, we were delighted to be joined by over 220
people to discuss our feminist vision for a supportive and humane
asylum process, which gave us hope for the future.
Our drama group explored the concept of identity and change with
the Barbican Centre’s Culture Mile team, connecting weekly through
poetry, improvisation, singing, video and photography. Their work
culminated in the creation of five musical pieces and three short
films, which they shared to a virtual audience in December. We also
worked alongside individual women to share their stories: Olivia
shared her poem on our blog to “encourage someone else and give
them strength during this challenging time” and Maria recorded her
poem ‘Quarantine’ to share “love and respect to all those who have
lost loved ones to Covid-19.”
We are really pleased that women continued to find creative ways
to share their stories safely and to wide audiences despite the
challenges caused by the ongoing pandemic, ensuring their voices
and experiences can be heard.

Change
We believe that building solidarity is key to creating genuine and
long-lasting change for refugee and asylum-seeking women. Despite
the unprecedented challenges we faced this year, we continued
our research and policy work to challenge two key injustices
experienced by many women seeking asylum in the UK: detention
and destitution.

Detention

This year we continued the Set Her Free campaign against
the detention of women seeking asylum. Even under normal
circumstances, the immigration detention of women is pointless
and cruel; but against the backdrop of the pandemic, we were even
more concerned for the safety of women locked up at Yarl’s Wood
immigration detention centre.
Following the news of a positive Covid-19 case at Yarl’s Wood, we
shone a light on how women were detained without due regard to
their rights and safety. We spoke to women in Yarl’s Wood who told
us that the measures being put in place were confusing and poorly
implemented, with many women extremely fearful. One woman told
us, “I am so scared that I will die. I am not a young woman and my
health problems mean that I am at high risk. I feel so afraid.”

Above: Our founder and then-director Natasha Walter spoke to Victoria Derbyshire on BBC
One about the danger the pandemic posed to women in detention, alongside Toufique
Hossain, director of public law and immigration at Duncan Lewis solicitors.

As the pandemic progressed, the numbers of people held in
immigration detention dropped dramatically, providing us with some
short-lived hope that the pandemic offered a real chance for change
and the permanent closure of these harmful detention centres. In
August, it was reported that Yarl’s Wood was emptied of women.
Soon after, however, it emerged that the Home Office had started
detaining women at Yarl’s Wood once more.
In February, we published Survivors Behind Bars, a joint report with
After Exploitation which used Freedom of Information requests to
show that the detention of survivors of trafficking has tripled since
2017. We were pleased the report received coverage in Sky News
and the Independent. Voke, a survivor of trafficking we have worked
with for several years, who now has leave to remain, wrote for galdem about her experience of detention: “When I finally received
positive decision I thought: why have you only decided to believe
me now? My story is the same as it was when I told you years ago.”
Despite the falling numbers of women in detention during the
pandemic, February saw the Home Office announce plans to open
a new detention centre for women in County Durham later this
year, undermining its previous commitments to reduce detention.
Most women held in detention are survivors of trafficking, torture or
sexual violence. As well as being expensive, unjust and unnecessary,
the detention of women inflicts immense harm and re-traumatises
already vulnerable women. This will be the first new detention centre
to open in 7 years, marking a real shift in the wrong direction.
As soon as the Home Office made its announcement, we began
campaigning to stop the Home Office’s plans. We have been
working closely with parliamentarians to challenge the proposed
new detention centre. In February, Diane Abbott MP (Labour)
questioned the Home Office about the plans at the Home Affairs
Select Committee; and in March Mohammad Yasin MP (Labour)
spoke out against the proposals during a backbench debate for
International Women’s Day.

This work has continued into April. Agnes Tanoh, who was previously
detained at Yarl’s Wood before being granted refugee status, has
joined our team as the Detention Campaign Spokesperson. She
addressed MPs and Peers at an All-Party Parliamentary Group
meeting on detention: “I don’t want my sisters to be locked up.
Please can someone hear our cry and listen to us and do something
positive. Please stop this new detention centre from opening.” We
have also started working with local campaigners and MPs in the
County Durham area to challenge the Home Office’s plans.

“

Join Agnes to oppose these plans by signing her petition and asking
your MP to take action in Parliament to stop the new detention
centre from opening.

I know how detention destroys a
woman. Women become depressed and
suicidal in detention. I don’t want to
see this happen to any of my sisters.

- Agnes

As long as the government continues the inhumane and unnecessary
policy of immigration detention, we will continue to campaign
against this harmful and racist practice and call for the abolition of all
immigration detention.

Destitution

Women in our networks who are trying to find safety in the UK are
too often made hungry, homeless and vulnerable to further abuse
through being forced into destitution. The Covid-19 pandemic
sharply exacerbated the difficulties already faced by refugee and
asylum-seeking women, with many struggling to meet their basic
needs to survive and stay safe.
In July, we published a report, Hear Us, exposing the hardships
experienced by asylum-seeking women in the UK during the
Covid-19 pandemic. The participatory research, carried out with
our Sisters Not Strangers coalition partners, found that women who
were already living in poverty were made even more vulnerable to
hunger and ill health.
•
•
•

Three quarters of women surveyed went hungry during the 		
pandemic, including mothers who struggled to feed their 		
children.
A fifth of women were homeless, relying on temporary 		
arrangements with acquaintances for shelter, or sleeping 		
outside or on buses.
The vast majority (82%) said that their mental health had 		
worsened during the pandemic, because of isolation and 		
being cut off from support services, with 92% feeling lonely 		
most of the time.

The Sisters Not Strangers coalition has grown in strength during the
past year. Alongside the publication of Hear Us, the coalition coordinated weekly calls to build solidarity and action amongst refugee
and asylum-seeking women; developed relationships with local MPs
including Paul Blomfield, Zarah Sultana and Bell Ribierio-Addy; and
made submissions to relevant committees, including the Women
and Equalities Committee, to ensure their voices are heard by those
in Parliament.

In March 2021, the coalition held an energetic event for people to
find out more about their work, meet the refugee women behind
this unique coalition and encourage others to join their campaign
against the Home Office’s proposed changes to the asylum system.
We were delighted to be joined by Holly Lynch MP, Marchu Girma
(Hibiscus Initiatives) and over 200 supporters as the coalition
launched their manifesto. Tandrima, a member of the Sisters Not
Strangers coalition, said, “The words in our manifesto have come
from our hearts and from the lived experience of women who have
sought asylum in the UK, like me.”
This event acted as a springboard for action, with the coalition
planning two interactive workshops in April to support members
of the public to respond to the consultation on the government’s
‘New Plan for Immigration’. The workshops were extremely well
attended and we are heartened by how many people joined us to
#TellPritiPatel the new plans will harm women.

“

The launch of the Sisters Not Strangers manifesto demonstrates
both the progress the coalition has made in the last year and
their hopes and aspirations for the year ahead as they continue to
campaign against the proposed changes.

This coalition is a place of
empowerment and respect... what we
lost when going through the asylum
process, we have found here.

- Tandrima

We look forward to continuing to work alongside our coalition
partners to train more women at the grassroots to build capacity
among regional organisations, and enabling refugee women leaders
to engage effectively in campaigning. We are also hoping to build
stronger links with other organisations, in Scotland as well as
England and Wales.

Above: Extracts from the Sisters Not Strangers manifesto, written and illutrated by
women in the coalition.

We could not have achieved this without your support!
Thank you for your compassion for and solidarity with refugee
women. It is with thanks to your generous support that we have
been able to sustain and grow our work with this year, to support
refugee women through this difficult period and to continue to
advocate for a fairer asylum process.
But we know the year ahead will continue to be challenging…
Against the increasingly harsh rhetoric around those seeking asylum
in the UK, the Home Office’s reform of the asylum system – their
‘New Plan for Immigration’, and the enduring difficulties faced by
refugee women, the year ahead will continue to be extremely hard.

The pandemic has reminded us all of the value of community. To
build a better society after the current crisis, in which we are more
equal, caring and connected, refugee and asylum-seeking women
need to be included and heard.
Please stand with us and show your solidarity with women seeking
safety in the UK.

Take action!
•

			
•
			
•
			
			
			
•
			

Oppose the new detention centre in County Durham by 		
signing Agnes’ petition and writing to your MP
Donate to support our work and ensure refugee women can
rebuild their lives in safety and with dignity
Take up a challenge or put your talents to use to support 		
refugee women. Find a fun way to fundraise here or 			
contact Carenza, carenza@refugeewomen.co.uk, 			
to discuss your idea!
Follow us on Twitter, Instagram or Facebook and sign up to 		
our mailing list to keep up to date with our work.

